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For practical applications in computer algebra, we usually have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The traditional way to compute roots of polynomials over finite fields is using Cantor and Zassenhaus' method \[[@CR6]\]. In \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\], alternative algorithms were proposed for our case of interest when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we recall the Graeffe transform and the heuristic root finding method based on the tangent Graeffe transform from \[[@CR10]\]. In Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, we present the main new theoretical improvements, which all rely on optimizations in the FFT-model for fast polynomial arithmetic. Our contributions are twofold. In the FFT-model, one backward transform out of four can be saved for Graeffe transforms of order two (see Sect. [3.2](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}). When composing a large number of Graeffe transforms of order two, FFT caching can be used to gain another factor of 3/2 (see Sect. [3.3](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}). In the longer preprint version of the paper \[[@CR12]\], we also show how to generalize our methods to Graeffe transforms of general orders and how to use it in combination with the truncated Fourier transform.

Section [4](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} is devoted to our new sequential and parallel implementations of the algorithm in C and Cilk C. Our sequential implementation confirms the gain of a new factor of two when using the new optimizations. So far, we have achieved a parallel speed-up by a factor of 4.6 on an 8-core machine. Our implementation is freely available at <http://www.cecm.sfu.ca/CAG/code/TangentGraeffe>.
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Heuristic Root Finding over Smooth Finite Fields {#Sec5}
------------------------------------------------
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Computing Graeffe Transforms {#Sec6}
============================

Reminders About Discrete Fourier Transforms {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------------
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It is sometimes convenient to apply DFTs directly to polynomials as well; for this reason, we also define $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 3 {#FPar3}

In Algorithm 1, we note that step 6 comes down to the computation of three DFTs of length *s*. Since *r* is a power of two, this length is of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Graeffe Transforms of Order Two {#Sec8}
-------------------------------
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Graeffe Transforms of Power of Two Orders {#Sec9}
-----------------------------------------
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### Proposition 2 {#FPar7}
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### Remark 5 {#FPar9}

In \[[@CR10]\], Graeffe transforms of order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Implementation and Benchmarks {#Sec10}
=============================

We have implemented the tangent Graeffe root finding algorithm (Algorithm 1) in C with the optimizations presented in Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. Our C implementation supports primes of size up to 63 bits. In what follows all complexities count arithmetic operations in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} the input polynomial *P*(*z*) of degree *d* is constructed by choosing *d* distinct values $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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One goal we have is to determine how much faster the Tangent Graeffe (TG) root finding algorithm is in practice when compared with the Cantor-Zassenhaus (CZ) algorithm which is implemented in many computer algebra systems. In Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} we present timings comparing our sequential implementation of the TG algorithm with Magma's implementation of the CZ algorithm. For polynomials in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The timings in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} are sequential timings obtained on a Linux server with an Intel Xeon E5-2660 CPU with 8 cores. In Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} the time in column "first" is for the first application of the TG algorithm (steps 1--9 of Algorithm 1), which obtains about 69% of the roots. The time in column "total" is the total time for the TG algorithm. Columns step 5, step 6, and step 9 report the time spent in steps 5, 6, and 9 in Algorithm 1 and do not count time in the recursive call in step 10.

The Magma timings are for Magma's +Factorization+ command. The timings for Magma version V2.25-3 suggest that Magma's CZ implementation involves a subalgorithm with quadratic asymptotic complexity. Indeed it turns out that the author of the code implemented all of the sub-quadratic polynomial arithmetic correctly, as demonstrated by the second set of timings for Magma in column V2.25-5, but inserted the *d* linear factors found into a list using linear insertion! Allan Steel of the Magma group identified and fixed the offending subroutine for Magma version V2.25-5. The timings show that TG is faster than CZ by a factor of 76.6 (=8.43/0.11) to 146.3 (=2809/19.2).
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The sequential timings in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} show that steps 5, 6 and 9 account for about 90% of the total time. We parallelized these three steps as follows. For step 5, the two forward and two inverse FFTs are done in parallel. We also parallelized our radix 2 FFT by parallelizing recursive calls for size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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